72" DIAMETER STORM MANHOLE WITH BASE
IDOT Standard 602406-03

3/4" Rebar @ 5" O.C. Ea. Way
Steel Area = 1.08

24" DIA. OPENING

72"

3/4" Rebar @ 11" O.C. Ea. Way
Steel Area = .48

7" WALL THICKNESS—Steel Area .18

Tongue and Groove or St Side Flat Top at Manufacturer Option

RS145 JOINT MASTIC
BY CONSEAL

MANHOLE STEPS
16" ON CENTER

86"

8"

CUT AWAY SIDE VIEW

REINFORCING AND CONCRETE MIX DESIGN
MEETS OR EXCEEDS IDOT ROAD AND BRIDGE
SPECIFICATIONS

DARNALL CONCRETE PRODUCTS
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72" Storm Manhole